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INTRODUCTION
ABOUT ME

I’m Marcee. I tend to ramble sometimes, but I am a wholehearted
believer in the importance of editing. More often than I would like to
admit, I rewrite, reshape, and reorder my work and my life. I have a touch
of perfectionism , am extremely ambitious, completely passionate, and
have a relentless desire to serve a greater purpose

Marcee Davis

I have studied and worked as a photographer, graphic designer, and copy
editor. A few years ago, I studied at Brooks Institute of Photography
where I really started to take to the idea of being a working artist
seriously. In the past couple of years I have been attracted to pursuing
a career in public relaitons. I feel I have a real opportunity to use all my
creative juices in this field. I think the public relations profession is a
dynamic field that allows for talented and creative individuals to serve in
a variety of challenging roles. I am exceedingly interested in the potential
that the public relations profession has in effecting change on political
engagement and activism.
Recently, I have been studying and working in beautiful Santa Barbara,
California. My desire for a formal education has currently landed me
at UC Santa Barbara as a Film and Media Studies major with a minor in
Professional Writing in Multimedia Communications. I waited a long
time to study at a university, and I am so excited to finally finish my
degree in June 2015.
I would describe my portfolio as a labor of love. I have chosen three
projects that I have worked on during the past two years that were the
most rewarding and challenging. I have three different groupings of
projects: Perspectives of Women, The Aftershock, and The Transition.
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INSPIRATION
IS EVERYWHERE
I often find inspiration for my work, in my life. This phenomenon is not exactly
obvious to me when it is happening. However, as I look over my work form the
past few years, I have discovered that the majority of my work is related to my own
transition from military to civilian life.
Everything from photos, creative writings, magazine spreads, newsletters, and
brochures have been inspired by this singular junction in my life. As I transition,
I have come to question and scrutinize my own perception of women in modern
society, the retributions and personal sacrifices of war, and the often lonley transition
most vetrans face coming back to civilian life from military service.
These samples are only a very small portion of the work that I have produced,
personaly and professionally. To see a more robust compliation of my porfolio,
including video, photography, and inforgraphics, please vist my website at www.
madcreates.com.
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PERSPECTIVES
OF

WOMEN

This section highlights work that
I have done concerning women,
especially women in the military. I
first chose to include a photography
series that tries to capture different
aspects of a woman’s personality:
sexy, motherly, wise, strong, and
forceful.
Women in the military are not onedimensional. They are complicated,
thoughtful, strong, and brilliant, but
are often looked over. The second
example in this section is a ten-page
magazine spread that I wrote and
designed highlighting the stories of
women veterans and their families.
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From Boots on Ground to Books in Backpacks
Recently discharged student veterans try and find their footing in an alien culture.
By Marcee Davis
June 2013

In most American towns, big or small, a certain sense of patriotic pomp and circumstance swells
throughout the county during the month of July. During this time of celebratory nationalism the
symbolic embodiment of the country emerges. Here in Santa Barbara, even downtown State Street is
dressed in full parade pageantry. Organized groups of gray haired men, garnished with an assortment
of colorful ribbons and adorned with bronze and silver medals, solemnly bear the flags of their
forefathers as they walk in synchronized cadence down a cleared street. As this decorated procession
draws near, crowds of onlookers who line their pathway slowly rise to their feet as they pass.

The sacrifices these elderly men made in their youth garner respect from their community⎯this
community. They have made the transition from wartime to peacetime and are able to walk honorably
without fear of confrontation or persecution. In their tailored uniforms, these weathered individuals
are the quintessential image of an American veteran of war.
Now, a new cycle of American war veterans are emerging. As hundreds of thousands of troops are
withdrawn from the conflicts in the Middle East, a new generation of young combat-tested veteran
returns home.

Some of these newly discharged veterans will seek civilian employment and try to adjust to civilian life
as they combat a number of challenges, including a statistically high unemployment rate.
Others, armed only with an eagerness to learn, will venture down a different route.
Trading in their fatigues for sneakers and tattered blue jeans, with a full backpack slung over their
shoulders, waves of combat tested men and women are cautiously making their way back into society
as they cross crowded campus corridors. Thanks to the recent implementation of the Post 9/11 GI
Bill in August 2009, funding for higher education is now more accessible to veterans throughout the
country.
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Currently there are an estimated 2.5 million veterans residing in California according to the 2010
Census Bureau. This overwhelming number of veterans is more than any other state in the country.
Florida is a distant second at 1.8 million.
		
Many of these returning veterans, an estimated 900,00 by the Veterans Administration, are currently
enrolled in college or trade schools. As troop withdrawals increase over the coming months, college
enrollment numbers are expected to increase across the country inasmuch as 20% per year. These
numbers are expected to continue over the next 5 years according to recent estimates published by
the American Council on Education.

Although there has been a greater influx of student veterans on college campuses since 2009, when
there was a significant withdrawal of troops from Iraq, there has not been much academic research on
the subject of student veteran transitions to campus life.
Chris Cate, a UCSB alumnus and current Director of Research Student Veterans of America located
in Washington D.C., hopes to provide a more ”in-depth and faceted portrait of the current student
veteran.” He plans to present his research to college administrator’s nation wide, as well as the
Veterans Administration, in the effort to guide these organizations in helping veterans with the
difficult transition from military life to civilian and college life.

Many vets are trying to manage insomnia, depression, and anxiety, which are common symptoms
of combat trauma. They also try and manage a loss of camaraderie and sense of community they
once had in the military. This compounds the transition to college for veterans, according to a study
published by the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators journal.

The study by NASPA, conducted in 2008, suggests that many of these student veterans will likely drop
out of college due to feeling depressed, isolated, and frustrated while transitioning into this alien
culture.
Here at UCSB, as well as the local Santa Barbara Community College, there are teams of veteran and
military services put in place by college administrators to help local student veterans with their
transition from military service.
Jon Parra is the new Coordinator of Veterans and Military Services at UCSB. He is a retired Army
Master Sergeant and former ROTC instructor on campus. Parra is now the first UC system full-time
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veteran coordinator on campus. “ I am here to bring some of the best practices and information to
student vet on campus” Parra said.

If Parra’s program is successful in transitioning and retaining student veterans on campus until
graduation, it will be a prototype for other UC campuses across the state. “ But we have along way to
go” he said.
For many student vets on campus the transition is slow and arduous. Many veterans are older and
have other demanding responsibilities. As one student veteran, Delores Isidoro said, “ I feel isolated
sometimes and the demands are constant.”
Not just men, but women veterans face difficulties with emergence into college life. At 36 Isidoro
started community college this fall with other younger college coeds in the pursuit of an advanced
electrical engineering degree. She is also a mother with a young family. Admittedly, Isidoro
understands that she has a long and challenging road ahead of her. She will be well into her 40’s by
the time she has finished her first bachelors degree.

Dr. Kegan Allee is the Assistant Director of Campus Advocacy Resources and Education, and Women’s
Center Programming at UCSB. Allee recently took on the role to specifically target women veterans
and help mentor them during the transition into university life.
Allee plans to direct and conduct specific programming and group meetings through the Women
Center on campus. She wants to help build a community of female veterans on campus in a
welcoming environment. Her motto is “ If you build it they will come.”
Programs focused on veterans, spearheaded by Parra and Allee, are welcomed by current student
veterans on campus who have found the transition to college difficult. As one student veteran states,
“ I feel on the outskirts to be honest, I feel isolated from my peers.”
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THE AFTERSHOCK
This next section features a creative nonfiction writing that I did while I was in my
last year of community college. I wrote
this piece for a creative writing class and
was encouraged to enter it for publication
in the yearly literature magazine Red
Wheelbarrow published at De Anza
community college in Cupertino, CA. After
I wrote the short story, I created a photo
story that illustrates the
narrative theme.
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Homeward Bound | Marcee Davis

Standing at attention, waiting, dead silent, it was so out of place. Normally at this time there
was so much commotion, not chaotic or hectic—but coordinated, rhythmic. Massive aerial machines
hummed and whined while intertwined, in step with the crewmembers flowing back and forth as the
flight line became a massive stage of precision and speed. But now, deafening silence filtered through
the air.

When they would talk about Afghanistan, they would say how dirty it was, how lonely it was,
how different. Expectations where set high for sand dunes and unbearable heat, but this was mildly
pleasant weather now. The snow had finally melted and spring was arriving all around in little patches
of green. The mountains that loomed over the valley, the beautiful blood orange sunsets in the evening
that cast pink shadows on the hills were oddly reminiscent of the small valley in California that I grew
up in. For a brief period of time after first arriving, what was known to be foreign seemed comfortably
familiar. But that’s where the similarities ended and any comfort found in those peculiar mountains
ceased from being reassuring and became more taunting as the days turned into weeks, the weeks
into months—as time passed by ever so slowly.

Everything became an adjustment—the food, the sleeping arrangements, the people, the
work, the restrictively tight boots made special for this particular terrain, the bouts of loneliness
and homesickness that were triggered for no particular reason, but ebbed and surged like the tide.
Like most things here, it took time getting used to the changes, and there was always plenty of time.
However, there was one event that would never become familiar—although it would sadly become
routine. Anticipating it was grueling and I dreaded its arrival. It wasn’t as if someone had pulled
a Band-Aid off of a healed wound—quick, painless, and easily forgotten. It was like getting struck
habitually, like clockwork, in the arm with a brick fist—each passing blow penetrating further, harder
than the first, each sickening jab leaving a bruise—and expecting it to hurt, but finally becoming numb
to the pain out of necessity. It was called “The March of the Fallen,” an unbelievably somber ceremony,
at times almost too much to bear. But just watching this event unfold over and over again was
somehow obligatory. Often it was mandated to be there, to witness—as if the simple act of observation
solidified the cause or at least paid respect to the fallen, neither of which seemed completely accurate.

We stood single file, shoulder to shoulder, at attention, in a row that seemed to drift on to
infinity, staring a thousand yards ahead. Waiting, straining to hear the procession of humvees soon to
come, their thick tread tires dominating the hot cement as they delivered that burdening load. That
precious cargo sealed, tucked away under an array of stars striped with the color of blood and the hue
of innocence. What weight, once unloaded, did those now lifeless bodies place on the shoulders of the
grieving family—a family not bound by blood, but by experiences; a rare bond only to be shared and
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understood within the brethren, not by outsiders or onlookers. Slowly, once firmly positioning the
weight of the world on their shoulders, would they then march in perfect step up the steel ramp onto
the ominously huge cargo jet waiting to depart that desolate strip of tarmac. What life did these empty
vessels once contain? Where were they once from? Where were they now headed? Surely, wherever
they were now headed, it would be shrouded in grief. Not a welcome homecoming, but an extended
death march to a familiar ground away from this odd foreign terrain with all its peculiarity. What
midnight phone call came to the father with touches of gray in his hair? Which family friend humbly
opened the porch door in midday sun to deliver the news, a quick, numbing, sickening feeling like a
blow to the head or a bucket of ice water that awakens you out of a deep, peaceful sleep. What was to
become of those left behind? What was so worthy of all this devastation?
The feeling of hopelessness shattered the silence and consumed the thoughts of the living; the
eyes cannot mask the soul. This was the routine. This was our solitary world. We marked the days
on the calendar and watched, in anticipation, as they slowly accumulated in row after row of red, felt
tipped X’s. All would wait and welcome the day that they too would depart this abnormal existence to
embark on the journey home, for this surely was not home.

Looking away from the melancholy scene ahead and up towards the gray sky, slowly,
breathlessly repeating: “But please God don’t let me leave this place in a body bag, however decorated
it may be.”
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THE TRANSITION
The last section features a body of work that
I have produced, written and designed for the
student veterans at UC Santa Barbara. The
transition to civilian life is hard enough, but
attending a university as a combat veteran
comes with its own sets of unique challenges.
In this section I want to show case some of the
design work I have done, which includes a great
deal of marketing materials.
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People you should know

Come visit us

PAUL MALONE is the
SVO President and an Army
veteran. He is currently
pursuing his BA in Biology.
Paul is always ready to help
with contacts, homework, or
even a move.

GINA FUNDERBURGH
has served as the Veterans
Affairs Certifying Official at
UCSB since 2000. She is very
approachable even though
she is exteremly busy. If you
want to know when your GI
Bill money is coming, or if
something is wrong with your registration, she is
just the woman to go to.
JON PARA is the
Coordinator of Veteran and
Military Services at UCSB.
He is the go to guy for any
problem or question that
comes up during your time
at UCSB. He is a human
encyclopedia of names
and phone numbers on campus and out in Santa
Barbara. If Jon can’t answer your question, believe
us, he will find the person who can.

Our lounge is on campus in building
477 room 109
( look for the blue arrows).
Check us out on the web:
www.sa.ucsb.edu/veterans
or on Facebook: www.facebook.com/
groups/UCSBSVO
Welcome Veterans.

Outside Trifold Brochure
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Helping veterans
complete the
puzzle from
solider to
student .

Inside Trifold Brochure
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The Student Veteran Organization
of UCSB serves recently discharged
members of the military. We are here
to help make your transition to UCSB
a little easier by providing resources,
camaraderie, and a place to just
hangout and relax between classes.
Consider us a helpful link between
military and academic life.

KNOW

what you need to
Come Visit Us

Our lounge is on campus in
building 477 room 109
( look for the blue arrows).
Check us out on the web:
www.sa.ucsb.edu/veterans
or on Facebook: www.
facebook.com/groups/
UCSBSVO
Welcome Veterans.

Helping
veterans
complete the
puzzle from
solider to
student.

Welcome

to the SVO of UCSB

Pocket Brochure Page 1
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Priority Registration

S

tudent veterans receive priority
registration. We are assigned early
pass times in GOLD beginning in
our second quarter at UCSB. The Office
of the Registrar is responsible
for certifying veterans
educational benefits. To get
more information on how
to find your way through
the GI Bill matrix contact Gina
Funderburgh at (805) 893 – 8905.
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Comradeship

A

long with sharing resources, the
SVO offers opportunities for
student veterans to hang out in the
veteran lounge of the Veteran Resource
Center. This is where we hold our biweekly
meetings, take a break, get a snack, and use
the printer free of charge.

Pocket Brochure
Page 2

Scholarships for
Student Veterans

T

ake advantage of the many
grants and scholarships offered
throughout the year to veteran
students at UCSB. Membership in
the SVO is an excellent way to keep
up to date on scholarship and grant
opportunities. We want you to graduate
on time with as much help as you can
possibly get .

Priority Housing

S

tudent veterans receive priority
consideration for university housing,
as long as long as you identify yourself
as a veteran on the application. For more
information about housing
options, visit www.housing.ucsb.
edu or contact Mario Munoz at
(805) 893-7391.
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Pocket Brochure
Folded
Front and Back

Pocket Brochure
Unfolded Once
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Pocket Brochure
Unfolded Twice

I wrote and designed two different versions
of brochures for the Student Veteran
Organization of UCSB. The first brochure
is a traditional trifold, and the second
brochure is a popular pocket brochure.
The SVO did not have any marketing or
promotional materials when I joined the
organization. The veteran population
on campus is such a small portion of the
student body that it is often easy for
student veterans to feel isolated. I think it is
immensely important for military veterans
to know they have support from their peers
in order to be successful in college, as well as
in their personal lives.
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What follows next is a media kit that
I wrote and designed for the Student
Veterans Organization (SVO) at UCSB. I
designed and wrote their media kit cover,
fact sheet, press release, brochures, and
newsletter.
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SVO

Student Veterans Organization of UCSB
Veteran Resource Center • Building 477 Room 109
University of California Santa Barbara • Santa Barbara, CA 93106
805-893-4724 • FAX 805-893-5259
www.sa.ucsb.edu/veterans

PRESS RELEASE

News Media Contact:
Marcee Davis
(360) 672–8288
marcee.davis@gmail.com

October 28, 2013
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONGRESSWOMAN LOIS CAPPS TO CELEBRATE VETERANS DAY AT UCSB
SANTA BARBARA, CA Nov.. 12 — The UCSB chapter of the nationally affiliated Student Veterans
Organization will be hosting a Veterans Day Celebration at the UCSB Storke Plaza, November 12 at 12pm.
Congresswoman Lois Capps will kick off the event with an opening speech and a display from the local
military honor guard; followed by a few words from the head of the UCSB Veteran Resource Team chair
Dr. Kirsten Olson.
Directly after opening remarks, an exhibit of military paraphernalia, photographs, and an array of military
vehicles, from World War II to the current operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, will display in the plaza;
including a Bell UH-1 Iroquois “Huey” military helicopter.
“ We are excited to have the opportunity to convey to our fellow students here at UCSB the importance
of Veterans day, and the presence of veterans on campus. There are over 200 students veterans on this
campus alone, and that number continues to grow. Most of us feel marginalized and out of place here
on campus. Hopefully this even will help bridge the gap between students and student veterans here at
UCSB.” said SVO President, Paul Malone, who is an Army veteran and current student at UCSB majoring in
Biology.
A breakfast fundraiser at the Student Resource Building, sponsored by the SVO and the student
run Military Loved Ones chapter at UCSB will be held at 8 am. All proceeds will be donated to local
scholarships that help fund UCSB student veterans.
About the Student Veteran Organization of UCSB
The Student Veteran Organization of UCSB serves UCSB students who
have recently discharged from the military and advocates for veterans
educational benefits at the national, state, and local level. The SVO is part
of a larger network of veteran directed advocacy programs at UCSB that
includes the student organization Military Loved Ones, the fully funded
and staffed Veteran Resource Team at UCSB, and the Veteran Recourse
Center at UCSB. For more information visit our website www. Sa.ucsb.
edu/veterans or call (805) 893 4724

SVO President, Paul Malone
tabling at welcoming event for
student veterans at UCSB

###
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